Steganography is the branch of cryptology that deals with concealing information inside another information. it's prefer over cryptography as it hides a message inside another innocent looking message, while cryptography shows scrambled message that might arouse attention of an attacker, however the challenges in steganography is the modification of carrier that causes some abnormalities which is detectable and often the methods are not optimize. This paper presents a novel approach in cryptography and steganography, which utilizes mathematical concept of bits combination to optimize time of transmission using sets of multiple transmitter, and receiver's addresses where each abstractly represents a bits combination without itself modified. In addition, the paper introduces a concept of dynamical clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of bits combination over addresses after every transmission to reinforce resistivity against steganalysis.
addition, the paper present the concept of dynamical clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of bits combination over the given transmitter-receiver addresses after every transmission to reinforce resistivity against any form of security analysis like (Steganalysis) or cryptanalysis.
2.1 BITS COMBINATORIAL. This section presents the concept of combination of bits such that maximum bits can be send at once by making a given address represent such bit combination. Below shows examples of bits combination. In addition, how a formulae for calculating total number of possible bits combination "C" given that a number of bits to be combine is "n". Let Ψ be set of string of bit combinations resulting from a given combinatorial such that Ψ = { 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . −2 , −1 } and is the total number of elements of Ψ excluding empty set Ψ = {∅}. One by one binary combination; Ψ = {0 ,1} so total combination are =2 and n=1 however for Two binary combination, the possibility are Ψ = {00 ,01 ,10,11} and total combination =2 where n=2 For three binary combination, Ψ = {000 , 001 ,010 ,100 ,011,101,110 ,111} total combination = 2 3 where =3 For four binary combination are; Ψ = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0100,1000,0011,0101, 1111, … . } and total combination = 16 where n=4 Therefore, the pattern keep on increasing such that the exponential of possible binary combination "C" for a given bit combine "n" can be can be express as = 2 . From the above, it is clearly evidence that, for binaries combination, the maximum possible binary combination " " is as below where "n" is the total number of binaries combination. given that Ψ = { 0 , 1 , 2 … , (2 −2) , ( If V = {" ", " "}, then V * = {∅, "z", "y", " zz", "zy", "yz", "yy", "zzz", "zzy", "zyz", "zyy", . . . } If V = {" ", " ", " "}, then V * = {∅, "x", "z", "y", "xxx", " xxz", "xxy", "xzz", "xyy", "yzx", . . . } Now substituting z=0, y=1 as binary character of string, the above can be rewritten as below.
If V = {0,1}, then V * = {∅, 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, 000, 001, 010, 011, . . . } Given that, V 0 = ∅ for any alphabet, the set of all strings over V of length is denoted as V . If V = {"z", "y"}, then V * = {∅, "zz", "zy", "yz", "yy"}.
Substituting that with binary bit of string, becomes V = {0,1} then V * = {∅, 0,1, 00, 01, 10, 11}.
However, V 2 = {0,1, 00, 01, 10, 11}. and then the total element of the sets in V is given as = 4, = 2 2 , = 2 with the exception of the empty set V 0 = ∅. Therefore, the total is minus one.
End of prove.
For more example, see Table (I, II, III) where a binary combination is assign to addresses.
MULTI-ADDRESS RELATIONSHIP :
Given two sets of addresses A and B with an equal number of elements {( , ): ∈ , ∈ } such that each element of one set is maximally relating to all the elements of the other sets and the inverse relationship holds true ( = { 0 , 1 , 2 , … . } ∶ ∈ ℕ = { 0 , 1 , 2 , … . }: ∈ ℕ) The relationship of the two sets " " and " " can be describe as; ℛ ⊆ = {( , ): ∈ , ∈ }. For the inverse case where the receiver wants to reply to the sender, the relationship inverse hold true as express ℛ −1 = {( , ): ( , ) ∈ ℛ} and are total elements of sets and respectively.
Therefore since the transmission is related, such that, { , } ∈ ℛ, a ℛ b, Maximum crossing among addresses " ℒ" for sending information can be express as ℒ = ( * ) ⟹ 0 < ℒ ≤ ( * ); ℒ ∈ ℕ and to calculate total number of cross transmission is below, provided relationship holds true.
CONDITION 1:
when ( ≠ ) and = , = < ; = 2 ; = 2 given that ∈ ℕ Therefore = 2 + When condition one is encounter, it depict relationship of many to one or one to many or in other word a relation where total from one side does not equal to the total from the other side but to accommodate same bits combination from both side of sender and receiver such that equations holds true, " " must be equal to " ". Which certifies in the below condition 2: So, when < , it can be express as = 2 , = 2 + given that ∈ ℤ (2 + ) ≥ 0 . Therefore ℒ = and by substituting value of q and x; ℒ = 2 * (2 + )
However, the total addresses "d" should be equal to the number of the maximum possible binary combination where each side of sender's and receiver's addresses.
= , = Therefore; = 2 ; = 2 + ; since ≠ total addresses or ports "Λ" is as below. The above condition 2 shows where all sender set of elements are equally relating to all the other elements of the receiving set. Since ℒ = can be expresses as ℒ = 2 or ℒ = 2 by making either = or = .
But the total addresses should be equal to the number of the maximum possible binary combination where = = Therefore, = 2 , = 2 So = 2 ; = 2 therefore total addresses or ports "d" is as below. The formulae is precise and base on condition when ( , ) ∈ 2 or when = , = and = such that, = 0, ℓ = 0, = 0
Given that ℒ = and by making "q" subject of the equation.
Substituting value of, ℒ = 2 2 and = = 2 into equation above
On the other hand, since = given that; = √ℒ, by substituting value of ℒ = 2 . log( 2 2 ) = log( 2 ) ⟹ 2n * log(2) = 2 * log( ) Making "n", the subject of the equation.
Given that = 2
Substituting the value of q into equation and a new equation is form below.
End of Prove.
Determination of maximum value of that can accommodate any given value of , , , ℒ d
Expression of in term of ℒ Or "d" from above. The concept of concatenation is mainly use in formal language theory like in programming languages and pattern matching (including regular expressions). Concatenation of two strings and is often denoted as , || , or, in the Wolfram Language , < > [16] . However throughout this text, it is denoted as a|| . From the two sets of strings of binary assigned to addresses A and B, the concatenation || consists of all strings of the form || where "a" is a binary string from A and "b" is a string from B, or formally
For concatenation of a string set and a single string, and vice versa. A||b = {a||b: a ∈ A} and a||B = {a||b: b∈ B} However, as given by the work of Weisstein and Eric W [16] , the concatenation of two or more numbers is the number formed by concatenating their numerals. They gave an example, the concatenation of 1, 234, and 5678, which is 12345678. And that the value of the result depends on the numeric base. They then gave the formula for the concatenation of numbers and in base is
( ) Is the number length of " " in base " " and ⌊ ⌋ is the floor function.
The above work well when " " is a non-floating point number or number without decimal point like = 23, = 12 etc but for floating point number like = 5.56, = 34.03 etc., it yield different result when compared with a number treated as string.
In addition, numbers with zero in front like = 0045, = 034, = 00018, yield less floor function not as intended as zero before a number is disregarded unless it is before a decimal point.
Therefore, throughout this paper, binaries, or stream of bits are treated as string and string concatenation formulae and rules/law are applied as below.
2.3.1 ASSOCIATIVE LAW: Rules of Binary operation applicable to string Concatenation here below.
For the binary operation, is associative and repeated application of the operation produces the same result regardless how valid pairs of parenthesis are inserted in the expression. A product of two elements (addresses or bits combination) , : ∈ , ∈ may be written in five possible ways as below.
Since the product operation is associative, the generalized associative law says that all these formulas will yield the same result, making the parenthesis not relevant. Thus, "the" product is as below: a||b||a||b For example involving bits combination, Binary concatenation and port assignment, for one by one combination and concatenation see Table I , for two by two bits combination and concatenation see Table II and for four by four bits, combination and concatenation see Table III . In addition, since we are dealing with 8-bits binary system, "n" should be {1, 2, 4} or factors of 8 eg. {8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48…}.however the combination here and bits assignment are For more example, see Table II , where two bits combine to make maximum bits. 
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Since the total bit for sender is sixteen, and for receiver is sixteen, therefore, total maximum crossing is as below:
Base on the above combination, to send letter 'H'=01101001, Can be separated into two 4 by 4 bits combination and sent at once in a single transmission so each transmission will carry one character of 8-bits (1 byte) 
As shown above in Table (I, II, III) , the number of possibilities in a binaries combination is given as = 2 and therefore number of crossing in transmission is given as ℒ = 2 2 base on condition 2 when = = .
2.4 BIT ROTATION OVER ADDRESSES: Let Ψ represent sets bit combination over addresses A, B. for subscribe of Ψ " " is the current position of bit combination over a given addresses A or B of index , "J" represents total transmission time such that( ∈ ℕ, ∈ ℤ ). In addition, Q is the maximum addresses ( ∈ ℕ ) or in other word, totals elements of set A or B. example if 2 = 2 = 2
However, for Circum-rotation, Q is the total circumference of a circle = 2 ; such that radius of a circle can be express as
In addition, substituting when is exactly equal to such that = = 2 radius becomes 2 =
Given a bit combination, "C" can rotate over elements of either set A or B after every transmission such that the rotation is either clockwise or anti-clockwise. Let modular (mod) or remainder operator for dividing a number by another be ( =⊘ ) to avoid confusing mod with other letter symbols presented here in the paper.
For instance
= can be express as ⊘ = 5 4 = 1 can be written as 5 ⊘ 4 = 1 
POSITIVE (CLOCKWISE) ROTATION
( , Ψ, , ) = { Ψ + , 0 ≤ < ∶ ( + ) < Ψ (( + ) ⊘ ) , 0 ≤ < ∶ ( + ) ≥ Ψ +( ⊘ ) , ≥ ∶ ( + ( ⊘ )) < Ψ ( +( ⊘ ))⊘ , ≥ ∶ ( + ( ⊘ )) ≥
NEGATIVE (ANTI-CLOCKWISE) ROTATION

Prove of the Equation above
The proved is by symmetrical which means if a given rotation ends with maximum number such as Q therefore Q+1 is equals to initial position which is one; and given as (( + 1) ⊘ ) = 1 implying the rotation repeats itself time and again. However for rotation that starts from zero as initial position, ( ⊘ ) = 0 and its maximum rotation is ( − 1) not which the entire proof is base on. Since this combine bits such that two or more bit can be send at once, so time of transmission reduces significantly, as many bits can be send at once.
Let " " be time required for sending total of " " bit combination at once. And "k" is a constant unit time per one bit transmission such that
Prove by Analysis
If: 1 bit takes "k" time for transmission.
2 bits takes ½ of "k" time of transmission.
3 bits takes 1/3 of "k" times of transmission.
What about " " given bits combination sent at once Bits takes 1 times of transmission, but from Table (I, II, III) , one transmission carries 2n such that at the sender port contains n bit while at the receiver port represent another n bits so a total of n + n = 2n bits per transmission, therefore = + = 2 bits per transmission. This section shows how resistive the method is from someone or a program that need to detect it by applying probability theory.
End of Prove.
If
Let sample space be for a total addresses at either sender or receiver's side where a bit combination can occupy at a given time. Therefore, the probability that a chosen bit occupy such places is as below:
For the probability that it is not is given as ′ = (1 − However, the probability that a chosen transmission carries the right bits combination is different from above as the sample space is from equation and equal to maximum crossing, a combination of bits between sender and receiver addresses send at once. Let sample space be maximum crossing between sender and receiver's addresses The new position or index is six (6) . So if on sender addresses is 3 6 or for receiver address, it is from The new position or index is six (6) . So if on sender addresses is 6 3 or for receiver address, it is from 6 3 .
Example 2: A person want to send a hidden message by post office mail, from country "A" to country "B" using 8-bits binary system such that the mail carries normal message without being modified: a) How many mail addresses are requires from sender and receiver country so that at least each mail sent carries a character of 8-bits?
Solution:
This can be separated into two 4 by 4 bits where = 4 see Table III for reference, such that at sender carries 4-bits and receiver's carries 4-bits. Overall position for the bit combination over address after 50 times transmission bits rotation is as below: e) How many address and bit combination is required such that each mail sent carries two characters of 8-bit system at once or at a single transmission? Solution:
Total bits for two character implies one-character at sender and another one at receiver side At sender and receiver each, need a total of = 1 * 8 = 8 bits combination Bit combination is given = 2 ; = 8 ⟹ 2 8 = 256-bits combination and addresses needed at both side of sender and receiver.
CONCLUSION
Base on proves, examples and analysis, it is practically impossible to detect hidden information flow. Decrypting a hidden message is extremely hard as nothing modifies like in other steganography methods, which involve modification of the carrier. Besides that, due to the rotation of bits combination over given addresses after every transmission makes it difficult to decipher the hidden contents, and lastly by using combination technique enable transmitting many bits at once unlike in other method where a single bits is transmitted one after another. However transmission should be sequential not simultaneous to avoid confusion. 
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